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“Too many characters,” the young woman to my right announced. Her friend had just read the program summary 
of “The Seagull.” We were seated on the grass in Central Park off 103rd Street, facing what is known as the Pool 
but looks like a lake, in a grove of grand old trees.. 
 
Well, it’s Chekhov, I wanted to say. Those big 19th-century Russian country houses would be pretty lonely 
without a large circle of lovers, losers and dreamers. The characters are actually easy to keep straight because each 
is miserable — or deluded — in his or her own way. This New York Classical Theater production (admission is 
free, by the way), directed smoothly by Stephen Burdman, conveys that well. Jean-Claude van Itallie’s translation 
sometimes registers as simplistic, but the classic lines remain. Some of us never tire of hearing Masha (Kersti 
Bryan) explain that she always wears black because “I am in mourning for my life.” 
 
Ever since Meryl Streep starred in a Shakespeare in the Park production in 2001, “The Seagull” has seemed like 
Arkadina’s story, but it is really her son’s. Arkadina (Tamara Scott), a celebrated actress, takes it for granted that 
the world revolves around her. Her only child, Konstantin (Ian Antal), grown to manhood, is an inconvenient 
reminder that she is not as young as she believes she looks. 
  
Happily, Konstantin has Nina (Lindsey Kyler), the world’s freshest ingénue — who even agrees to act in the 
terrible play he has written — but he may not have her for long. Trigorin (G. R. Johnson), a recklessly charming 
famous writer and Arkadina’s current lover, is to blame. 
 
I am not a fan of roaming theater. Asking an audience to get up and stroll en masse to a new location several times 
(ending up on the Pool’s opposite side) seems cruel. But it does add texture, and I cannot deny the thrill of seeing 
these beloved literary creations, in luscious period costumes, on a summery night in a sylvan setting that might 
really be on the estate of Sorin (John Michalski), who is constantly complaining about his disappointing life. 
 
“What a bundle of nerves you all are!” says Dorn (Nick Salamone), the sexy older doctor. Yes, they are. And it’s a 
pleasure to see them again. 


